
We are so passionate about this new partnership 
that is poised to revolutionize the world of real estate 
investment. Introducing REtokens, a visionary company 
dedicated to harnessing the power of tokenization for  
the real estate market. With a steadfast commitment  
to innovation and security, REtokens is proud to align 
with Polymath — a strategic move that will reshape the 
landscape of real estate investment.

REtokens is rewriting the playbook for real estate 
investment. Their vision centers on streamlining the 
process of tokenizing real estate, making it more secure, 
accessible, and user-friendly than ever before. They 
empower property owners as well as those purely 
wanting to invest in real estate, to raise capital, increase 
equity, and refine investment strategies through a robust 
tokenized real estate system.

At the helm of REtokens is visionary CEO, Tyler Vinson.  
With over two decades of experience in real estate 
investment acquisitions and private equity, Mr. Vinson 
has consistently demonstrated innovative deal 
structuring and financial prowess, completing many 
multi-million-dollar transactions. As the owner of 
Extant Investment, a successful investment real estate 
brokerage and property management company, he has 
consistently been able to innovate some of the industry’s 
best acquisitions and asset management strategies. 
Mr. Vinson’s work with clients to maximize their strategic 
objectives and financial deal structures over the last 14 
years has created high demand for education in the real 
estate investment space – and more recently, insightful 
strategies to help create superior real estate deals 
leveraging tokenization and blockchain technology.  

His expertise at the intersection of real estate  
and technology is driving REtokens’ mission.

On the Polymath side, this aligns with seasoned  
CEO Vince Kadar — an accomplished leader with 
over 25 years of experience in financial software and 
services, Mr. Kadar is guiding Polymath in delivering 
a transformational platform for capital markets. The 
synergy between his tokenization focus and Mr. Vinson’s 
vision for real estate investment transformation is 
a testament to the synergy between REtokens and 
Polymath – a shared belief that tokenization has the 
potential to revolutionize real estate investments. 
Digitizing real estate assets creates digital securities  
or tokens representing ownership of financial assets.  
This groundbreaking approach addresses issues of 
illiquidity, increasing value and accessibility for investors.

REtokens, a pioneering real estate tokenization company, 
is partnering with Polymath to revolutionize real estate 
investment by leveraging Polymath’s platform and 
blockchain expertise to streamline tokenization, navigate 
regulations, and empower a broader range of investors, 
making real estate investment more accessible and secure.
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“Selecting the right technology 
partner was a critical decision for 
REtokens’ mission to reshape real estate 
investment. The clear choice for us was 
the Polymath Capital Platform.”

Tyler Vinson
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About Polymath
Polymath makes smart digital investments easy — all in one platform. One institutional-grade platform to digitize real-world assets represented  
as security tokens and operated through smart contracts. From creating an offer, setting up yield strategy and process, token issuance, assembling 
an expert team, to attracting investors, managing your current and future digital portfolios, exposure to key ecosystems, and ultimately, opening up 
businesses for growth. With its established legacy in developing Polymesh, an institutional-grade open-source blockchain built specifically for regulated 
assets, Polymath is rooted in technical expertise and a leader in the new era in fintech and defi, helping businesses build on their success. Polymath 
corporate headquarters are located in Toronto, ON Canada, with employees, customers, and recipients of our technology around the globe.

About REtokens
REtokens is the future of real estate investment – we streamline the process of tokenizing real estate, making it more safe, affordable and user-friendly 
than ever before. We help property owners raise more capital, increase their equity in the property, and evaluate their investment approach with our 
robust tokenized real estate system. Visit retokens.com.

Choosing the right technology platform and associated 
blockchain for regulated securities is critical, and 
REtokens recognizes the importance of this choice. 
That’s why they chose the Polymath Capital Platform, 
which is built on the Polymesh blockchain, as the perfect 
partner for security tokens in the real estate space. 
Polymesh’s institutional-grade, public-permissioned 
blockchain aligns seamlessly with the shared commitment 
to security and innovation and provides built-in compliance 
and comprehensive support – a structure that no other 
blockchain can claim.

REtokens and Polymath are united by a shared vision —  
a vision of democratizing real estate investment. Traditional 
real estate investment has often been an elite endeavor, 
but tokenization is changing the game. By fractionalizing 
real estate, tokenization reduces barriers to entry and 
empowers a broader range of investors, and opens up  
the possibility for increased wealth and prosperity for 
those otherwise unable to participate in such projects.

CEO of REtokens, Tyler Vinson shares his excitement in this 
new chapter in real estate investing: “Selecting the right 
technology partner was a critical decision for REtokens’ 
mission to reshape real estate investment. The clear choice 
for us was the Polymath Capital Platform. Its user-friendly 
approach, coupled with the institutional-grade blockchain 
Polymesh, aligns seamlessly with our commitment to 
security, compliance, and innovation. With Polymath, we’re 
confident in realizing our vision of transforming real estate 
investment and creating a future that’s more accessible 
and impactful for investors worldwide.” He believes in the 
possibilities of this collaborative partnership, and he is 
passionate that “tokenization unlocks a host of benefits  
for investors. As we embrace this innovation, we’re not  
only transforming real estate investments but also shaping 
the future of finance. Our partnership with Polymath, 
driven by Polymesh’s cutting-edge technology, 

cements our commitment to a brighter, more inclusive 
investment landscape.”

Together, REtokens and Polymath are paving the way  
for a new era in real estate investment — one that’s more 
accessible, secure, and revolutionary. Stay tuned as we 
redefine the future of real estate investment.

/ Highlights

Why REtokens chose Polymath
Efficient tokenization: Polymath’s platform accelerates 
REtokens’ real estate tokenization process, ensuring 
efficiency and compliance.

Innovating real estate: By partnering with Polymath, 
REtokens aligns with the shared goal of revolutionizing real 
estate investment through technology and tokenization.

Navigating regulations: Polymath simplifies the complex 
landscape of international regulations, aiding REtokens in 
global compliance effortlessly.

User-friendly experience: Polymath’s intuitive platform 
provides a seamless collaboration tool, crucial for 
REtokens’ strategic timeline.

Empowering investment: Polymath’s tech expertise in 
alternative investment operations complements REtokens’ 
mission to democratize real estate investment.

Secured blockchain: With Polymesh, an institutional-
grade blockchain, REtokens ensures robust governance, 
confidentiality, and compliance.

Elevating value: Polymath’s advanced solutions  
enhance REtokens’ potential, creating a new era  
in accessible and secure real estate investment.

http://polymath.network
https://retokens.com/

